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File preview

OFFICIAL STREET FIGHTER® V SEASON 2 PATCH NOTES

Hey everybody,

Before we dive into the full patch notes, we here at Capcom want to thank everybody for a fantastic

year and your continued support of Street Fighter V, the Capcom Pro Tour, and Capcom Cup. Next year

marks the 30th Anniversary of the Street Fighter series and we hope you’ll join us in the festivities. Make

sure to follow us on Facebook and Twitter to hear the latest news.

As Combofiend mentioned in his blogpost, the team has been hard at work ensuring the 2017 season of

Street Fighter V is its best yet! We’ve been paying attention all year long and these balance changes are

the combined result of Capcom Pro Tour tournaments, online play, player feedback, and internal testing.

The goal was to ensure a rich, diverse gameplay experience with each character that both players and

spectators can enjoy.

In addition to the balance changes, you’ll find a few other features included in the patch:

Direct Input controller support

We are happy to announce that Street Fighter V on Steam now officially supports Direct Input

controllers. You’ll find this in the Other Settings section of Options.

Background Music Select

In Battle Settings, you’ll now be able to select your preferred music in Training and Versus Modes as well

as Casual and Ranked matches.

Fighter Profile Radar Charts

Additional updates and fixes have been implemented into Fighter Profiles.

Updated Rage Quit System

The current Rage Quit System has resulted in a significant decrease in rage quitting. That said, we always

planned to take this one step further and are ready to further address the issue with this update. In

addition to losing League Points and being locked out of online matchmaking for a set time, the

following additions have been made to the system:





Matchmaking Update - Players who frequently disconnect during matches will now be more

likely to be matched up with other players who exhibit similar behavior. The same applies for

honorable players who rarely, if ever disconnect; they will be matched up with similar players.







Player Profile Icons - The worst offenders and the most honorable players will also have a special

icon displayed on their Fighter Profiles.







League Points Deduction – Anytime a player disconnects during a match, their League Points will

be deducted as if it was a loss.



Change Log

System Changes



Recoverable damage: Changed recovery speed from 10 points every 4F to 10 points every 8F



Hold button moves: Changed so certain special moves that activate when the button is released can be

used as a buffer



Input latency: Shortened the inactive frames on input confirm from 12F to 6F after the last key for a

charge attack has been input



RYU

Hurtbox:





Adjusted hurtbox when changing direction while crouching







Forward throw: Increased recovery on-hit by 8F







Reduced stun damage from 170 to 120







Reduced CA gauge accrual







Increased distance from opponent after hit







Standing LP (Normal/V-Trigger): Shrunk hitbox in upwards direction







Increased horizontal knockback on-hit in the air







Expanded hitbox in forward direction



Standing LK:





Shrunk hitbox in forward direction



Standing MP (Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed advantage on-hit from +6F to +7F







Expanded hurtbox that appears during 3-12F of action in forward direction







Shrunk hitbox in forward direction







Standing HP (Normal/V-Trigger): Changed startup from 7F to 8F

o







Increased overall animation by 1F



Only V-Trigger HP is cancellable



Standing HK:







Changed action recovery from 18F to 20F

o



Recovery on-hit or block have not changed



Crouching LP (Normal/V-Trigger):





Increased duration of hitbox from 2F to 3F







Expanded distance of pushback on-hit and block







Fixed bug that when mash canceling into a normal Crouching LP, was not recognized as not

countered even when taking a hit before the first frame of attack startup







Crouching MP (Normal/V-Trigger): Changed startup from 5F to 6F

o



Increased overall animation by 1F







Somewhat expanded hitbox in forward direction







Expanded hurtbox around hitbox in forward direction







Shrunk upper hitbox



Crouching MK:





Changed startup from 6F to 7F

o







Increased overall animation by 1F



Changed duration of hitbox from 2F to 3F



Crouching HK:





Changed startup from 7F to 8F







Increased overall animation by 1F







Lowered damage from 100 to 90







Shrunk hitbox in forward direction



Jumping LK:





Expanded active hurtbox in downward direction







Shrunk hitbox in downward direction



Jumping MP (Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed damaged caused by normal version from 80(40+40) to 60(30+30)







Decreased damage caused by V-Trigger version from 80(40+40) to 60(30+30)







Block properties for 2nd hit changed from mid to high



Jumping MK:





Shrunk lower hitbox







Axe Kick: Changed recovery on-block from ±0F to -2F







First and 2nd hits can be cancelled into specials, CA, and V-Trigger



Collarbone Breaker (Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed startup from 20F to 22F

o



Increased overall animation by 2F







Changed recovery on-hit from ±0F to +1F







Changed recovery on-block from -4F to -6F



Solar Plexus Strike (Normal/V-Trigger):





Increased stun damage (for normal: 100 to 150, for V-Trigger: 130 to 180)







Changed advantage on-hit from +6F to +8F



Jodan Sanrengeki:





Increased damage of second hit from 60 to 70







Increased stun damage of second hit (for normal: 70 to 100, for V-Trigger: 100 to 130)







Increased stun damage of third hit from 80 to 100







Second hit can be cancelled by V-Trigger







Shrunk hit back on second hit







Increased duration that damaged side is suspended in when third hit hits



V-Reversal Hashogeki:





Changed startup 15F to 17F







Changed distance and advantage on-hit



V-Skill Mind's Eye:





Changed animation recovery on whiff from 29F to 32F







Increase V-Gauge accrual from 25 to 50 when successful



Hadoken:





Changed overall animation (L: 46F to 47F, H: 48F to 47F)







Decreased amount of CA gauge accrued on activation







Increased amount of CA gauge accrued on-hit or block







Changed advantage on-block from -7F to -6F



Hadoken (V-Trigger):





Decreased amount of CA gauge accrued on activation







Increased amount of CA gauge accrued on-hit or block







Fixed bug that even when hit during 1-7F of animation, was not registered as a counter



EX Hadoken (Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed advantage on-block from -2F to +2F







Fixed bug that even when hit during 1-6F of animation during V-Trigger, was not registered as a

counter



L Shoryuken (Normal/V-Trigger):





Reduced damage from 120 to 110 during V-Trigger







Expanded hurtbox that appears during 1-3F in downward direction







Expanded hitbox on startup during V-Trigger in forward direction



M Shoryuken (Normal/V-Trigger):





Decreased damage during V-Trigger from 140 to 130







Added hurtbox and throwable box during 1-2F







Changed physical strike/projectile invincibility to 3-6F







Added collision box to lower body during 6F







Expanded hitbox on startup in upward direction



H Shoryuken (Normal/V-Trigger):





Decreased damage of normal version from 140 to 120







Decreased damage during V-Trigger from 160 to 130







Decreased stun damage of normal version from 200 to 150







Decreased stun damage during V-Trigger from 250 to 200







During 1-3F, removed invincibility and added hurtbox and throwable box



EX Shoryuken (Normal/V-Trigger):





Expanded hitbox on startup both in forward and downward directions



L Tatsumaki Senpukyaku:





Increased damage from 80 to 90







Decreased stun damage from 200 to 150



M Tatsumaki Senpukyaku:





Changed recovery when landing from 12F to 14F







Decreased chip damage on-block from 25×2 to 17×2







Decreased stun damage from 200 to 150



H Tatsumaki Senpukyaku:





Changed recovery when landing from 11F to 15F







Decreased damage from 120 to 110







Decreased chip damage on-block from 30×3 to 19×3







Decreased stun damage from 200 to 150



EX Tatsumaki Senpukyaku:





Decreased stun damage from 200 to 150



Airborne Tatsumaki Senpukyaku:





On-hit, can juggle with Shinku Hadoken or Denjin Hadoken



EX Airborne Tatsumaki Senpukyaku:





Increased damage from 160 to 170







Increased stun damage from 200 to 250



Shinku Hadoken:





Reduced pushback on-block



CHUN-LI

Hurtbox:





Changed hurtbox when changing directions while standing and crouching







Expanded hurtbox when crouching



Stun meter:





Reduced from 1000 to 950



Koshuto (Forward throw)/Tenshin Shushu (Reverse throw):





Expanded throw range



Koshuto (Forward throw):





Reduced stun damage from170 to 150







Decreased CA meter gain



Ryuseiraku (Airborne throw):





Expanded hurtbox during throw in downward direction







Shrunk throw range



Standing LP (Normal/V-Trigger):





Moved position that animation begins after taking damage or cancelling attack forward

o



Accordingly adjusted position of hitbox, hurtbox, and collision box







Increase pushback on-hit and block







Delayed attack activation by 5F when cancelling into from a special move







Shrunk hitbox



Standing LK (Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed startup from 4F to 5F

o



Increased overall animation by 1F







Shrunk hitbox







Expanded hurtbox around hitbox







Increased horizontal knockback on-hit in the air



Standing MP (Normal/V-Trigger):





Moved position that animation begins after taking damage or cancelling attack forward

o







Accordingly adjusted position of hitbox, hurtbox, and collision box



Increased duration of hitbox from 2F to 3F



Standing HP (Normal/V-Trigger):







Changed normal recovery from 16F to 18F







Changed recovery during V-Trigger from 14F to 16F

o







No changes to advantage on-hit and block, but total animation has increased by 2F



Changed advantage on-block from -3F to -5F



Standing MK (V-Trigger):





Increased how long opponent is frozen in the air on Crush Counter







Increased air combo potential on Crush Counter



Crouching LP(Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed startup from 3F to 4F

o



Increased overall animation by 1F







Increased normal damage from 20 to 30







Increased damage during V-Trigger from 30 to 40







For normal version, increased duration of hitbox from 2F to 3F



Crouching LK(Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed normal advantage on-hit from +1F to +2F







Changed advantage on-hit during V-Trigger from +3F to +4F







Changed so the only special it can be cancelled into is Hyakuretsukyaku



Crouching HP (Normal/V-Trigger):





Reduced pushback on-hit for first hit



Crouching HK(Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed startup from 7F to 8F

o



Increased overall animation by 1F







Decreased normal damage from 100 to 90







Decreased damage during V-Trigger from 110 to 100



Jumping MK (Normal/V-Trigger):





Shrunk lower hitbox



Neutral Jumping HK (Normal/V-Trigger):







Changed startup from 5F to 7F



Hakkei (Normal/V-Trigger):





Increased how long opponent is frozen in the air by 4F on Crush Counter during V-Trigger







Expanded hurtbox around feet in upward direction







Shrunk upper hitbox







Delayed attack activation by 4F when being cancelled into from a special move



Senenshu (Normal/V-Trigger):





Changed normal advantage on-hit from ±0F to +2F







Changed advantage on-hit during V-Trigger from 3F to +4F



Yokusenkyaku (V-Trigger):





Changed advantage on-hit from +3F to +4F



Kakurakukyaku (Normal/V-Trigger):





Shrunk lower hitbox







Expanded hurtbox around hitbox







Increased duration of hitbox from 6F to 7F



Yosokyaku (Normal):





Fixed bug that when hit during 1F of animation, was not registered as a counter



V-Skill - Rankyaku (Normal):





When transitioning from V-Skill to a jumping attack, changed so that the jumping attack adds VGauge meter gain instead of CA Gauge on-hit or block

o



During V-Trigger, will gain CA Gauge



V-Reversal – Sohakkei:





Changed startup from 10F to 12F







Changed attack recovery from 20F to 24F

o



No change to advantage on-block







Changed advantage on-hit from +1F to +2F







Changed physical strike/projectile invincibility during animation from 1-15F to 1-25F



V-Trigger – Renkiko:
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